President Roosevelt has called a conference to prepare legislation for the prevention of profit in war.

THE LAVENDER CADET does more than endorse this action. We present a skeleton program of anti-profit legislation for war-time.

EQUITY! NOT EXPLOITATION!

WHY FIGHT TO PROTECT PROFITEERS?

THE LAVENDER CADET recently supported a proposal by Senator Nye to restrict war-time profits. Below, we have outlined a more definite, more absolute plan.

IF YOU ARE A FASCIST - YOU WILL CALL US COMMUNISTS.
IF YOU ARE A COMMUNIST - YOU WILL CALL US FASCISTS.

IF YOU ARE AN AMERICAN, and support American principles, you will agree with us.

NO PROFIT IN WAR!

1. Profit making a felony, punishable by confiscation and imprisonment.
2. Base pay for all - no more soldiers risking their lives at $1 a day to provide soft berths for stay at homes. No more exorbitant wages and profits on blood.
3. Government operation of industry, commerce, and agriculture to prevent profiteering by worker and stockholder. Stockholders to be reimbursed for cost of production BUT NO PROFIT.
4. Government compensation for nothing beyond cost - inefficiency and wasteful destruction to be compensated after suit in a Court of Claims after the war.
5. AN ALL AMERICAN ARMY - those who fight and those who produce ON AN EQUAL FOOTING. No discrepancy between the wages of soldier and the worker at home.

THE OPENING GUN!

This is only the beginning. The bond problem, etc. can and must be made responsible to public will. We have stated a policy of action. From time to time, we shall add to it.

It makes war distasteful to all, as it should be. It makes people think twice before letting a blood and thunder spirit drive them to destruction.

It means a restriction on democratic rights. BUT IT IS SELF GOVERNMENT. It imposes penalties for war; but the PEOPLE DECIDE whether they will fight. It retains every man's democratic, American equality with his fellows.

WAR IS NO PICNIC

for those who fight.

It should be no picnic for anybody.